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Our main goal with the first training of Let’s include each other was to provide a space were participants could share opinions, emotions 
and knowledge on multiple levels: through games of intercultural and self-reflection, movement exercises, group challenges, creative 
processes and discussions in small groups. We worked on the topic of oral history with forum theatre tools: on the moments when 
politics or history enters the personal life of our participants.  
Milestones of the group’s process:  

• dance nights, where learned popular/folk dances from each other (Hungarian, Palestinian dances and French ones) 
• spider-web exercise, where the whole group had to cooperate mentally and physically, finding strategies together despite the 

language barriers 
• the first presentations of war scenes performed by the Palestinian group as personal memories 
• brief historical presentation of our participants of Jewish origin on the Israel-Palestine conflict. This ended up in intense 

emotional sharing in the whole group, as members the Palestinian group listened to their personal story through the historical 
facts and remembered their families that they haven’t seen for years because of the Israeli occupation  



 

  
 

• The German group presented scenes about how migrant families’ culture is 
conflicted with German culture 

• The Hungarian group shared a story based on a real happening caused by 
corruption on a local school level 

• Our visit and the presentation of the scenes we worked on in a local school in 
near-by Szécsény was a very exciting insight into the Hungarian educational 
system that enabled participants to reflect on how Hungarian students share 
their opinion on topics they have presented 

• Talent show and the intercultural night was a peak point of the training where 
participants shared something that was very important and personal for them 

 
The main difficulty we met during the training was the language barrier: both the 
Palestinian and the Hungarian group had participants who barely communicated in 
English. Therefore, we had to work with double translation of almost all our 
instructions, which required a high level of attention, commitment and patience of the 
whole group. We managed to create an atmosphere where we could work this way. The 
group learnt a lot through these challenges about how to communicate with body 
language, high level of understanding and attention towards each other’s culture and 
habits. 
 
Check out our short documentary video as well! 
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